
gear designer, who then applies the design code to
establish compliance with certain criteria.
Regardless of the standard employed, the gear
design codes share the common objective 'Of
assessing the ability of the teeth toresist surface
pitting and cracking when subjected to cyclic
loads. The standards also provide guidelines, to

avoid surface damage to the active tooth flanks by
scoring due to inadequate lubrication.

ooth distress due to pitting is a manifestation
of excessive contact (Rertzian) stress. Even more
significant i the development of cracks in th
critical tooth root .fillet region when the tooth

bending tress exceeds the endurance strength.
Gears may fail by other means .uch as wear:

plastic flow, case cru hing, quench cracks and 'cor-
ro ion, but these mode are not so readily derminant
or predictable. AIso, more than just the tooth design
affects the reliability of the gearing . Other factors
influencing reliabililY include lubrication, construc-
tion, the characteristics of the prime mover, bear-
ings, application, assembly and maintenance,

Theory
The power capacity of gears is most often

referred to as the gear rating. In order to under-
stand the fundamental design criteria, a brief
explanation as tothe origins of the rating equa-
tions is appropriate. Tile following derivation
should serve a an adequate introduction to tile
subject, but the reader should refer to Ref. 1 for
more information ..

For spur and helical gears,the basicequation
For assessing the pitting resistance of two engag-
ing teeth is based on the simple analogy of two
cylinders of length F pres ed together under load
WI,·:15 hown in Fig. I.

The Hertzian stress for 'lite band of contact is
given by

Designing Reliability Into
Industrial Gear Drives

Peter A. Mavo

InLroduction
The primary objective in de igoing reliable gear

drives is ro avoid failure. Avoiding failure is just as
important for the manufacturer and designer as it is
for the end user. Many aspects should be consid-
ered in order to maximize the potential reliability
and performance of installed gearing.

This article is intended to provide some insight
into the important elements applied to the design
and production of industrial gearing and how the
reliability of the gear and drive train is influenced
from uch measure . Fortunately these day , the
gear designer and gear manufacturer have some
very sophisticated tools at their disposal to
achieve the e goals.

There are many gear design codes in use
worldwide, including AOMA & [)IN standards.
The long-awaited ISO standard for gears has
recently been approved after more than 20 years
in the making. While the gear design codes pro-
vide formulas for the determination of various
parameters, these equations do not yield a unique
or definitive elution.

The actual design process proceeds by the intu-
itive selection of parameters bythe experienced

w,w,

If:rg.11- Parallel cylinders in contact and heavily loaded. 'Courtesy ,ofTechnomic P,ublisbingl
(Ret 11. -

Fig. 2 - Gear t'ooth as simple cantilever. Coultes!l'of Technomic Publishing (Ret 11.
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where

l6 W,{K1 + .K2)R1R2

F(R. + R2)

1- vT
KJ=--~-

!tEl

] - vt"2=--=,.,....!.-
7tE2

B=

The maximum compressive stress is
S ~ = __ 4-=I,....W..,,!- 1,--_
• F!tB



These two equations may be combined with
Poisson's ratio as u = 0.3 to give

The radius of curvature p at the pilCh ci.rcle d is

_ din 41
P=-2--

Radi '" f th .. .. d sin 41lUS oi curvature ror e pnuon 1S R, = --2-
and for the gear

R2 = maRl
The compres ive stres at the pitch line of a pair
of spur gears is therefore:

Which is the same as the fundamental rating for-

mula for pitt.ing from AGMA Standard 200 I-I 995
except for the addition of orne derating factors '10

take account of the uncertainties that prevail in the
real world situation over that ofthetheoretical.

From AGMA Standard 2001-1995. the pitting
resistance power rating is given by: I

p = It Fl. d SO( ZNCH ).2 !
IJC 126 000 K()K~Kj[",CI (CpSH KrKR !

w~re !
IPoe is, the allowable tran mitted power for pitting

n is the pinion rotational peed (rpm)p
F is the net face width of the narrowest member

is,the geometry factor for tooih pitting re istanee

K" is the overload factor
K,. is the dynamic factor

K. i the ize factor
K", i the load distribution factor
KR is the reliability factor
K; is the temperature factor
Cf is the urface condition factor
CH is the hardne s rntio factor
Cp is the elastic coefficient factor
d is the Opei'ilting pitch circle diameter of the pinion

ZIV is the stres cycle factor for pitting resi tance
S(Jc is the allowable contact tre s number

SII is the safety factor
Similarly. the loo(h bending trength considers

'the teeth a e entialJy short cantilever beams. The
strength of gear teeth was conceived by Wilfred
Lewis in ] 893 by inscribing a parabola inside the

outline of a gear tooth as hown in Fig. 3. By
doing this, the stress .aJong the surface of the
parabola i constant.

The location (a) on the tooth where the large t

in cribed parabola i tangent to the root fillet region
determine the po ition of Illaxi..mum stress.

Fig. 3 - Inscribed pllrabolll on gellf tooth -ection ..'Courtesy of liIchnomic 'Publishing (Ref. U.

The tensile stress at the base of a cantilever is:
6W[

SI=FT

From Figure 3:
t2

x=--
41

By ubstitutlon:
W

S, = .F(2x/3)

The circular pitch may be introduced into the equa-

lions to give:
s:;; Wp
'1 F(2xJ3)p

The term 2x/3p was called y by Lewis. This was
a parameter that could be determined from a layout
of the loolh. With the addition of a stress concen-
tration factor and other aspects, the term is now
referred 10 as the geometry factor J. The latter call

be determined with very little effort nowadays
using various gear geometry oftware programs.

The Lewis Formula is written as
Ws.:;;--

r Fpy
Replacing y with YIlt and then diametral pitch P'd
for Trip, the Lewisequation becomes

WPd
Fy

which is the fundamental rating formula for bend-

ing strength from AGMA 20m (with the addition
of orne derating factors).

The fundamental rating formula for bending
strength from AGMA 2001 ..is as follows:

P K' K.= W.1( K K __ d_ . m B
5, "·a·· v S F J

Accordingly. the bending strength power rating
from AGMA 2001 is given by:

I1p d - F J slJ'YNp:;; -"-~:..".....""....".,,....
III 126000 K(jKv Pd KsK,j(.B S,J<rKR

where
PUliS the allowable transmitted power for bending

trengrh
rip i the pinion rotational speed (rpm)
d ilhe operating pitch circle diameter of the pinion
F :is the net face width of the narrowe t member

Peter A. Mayo
.is a gear consultant
5{Jeciali<.illg III industrial
gear dnve willi Applied
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NSW. Australia.
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J i thegeom tty factor f,. !I' tooth bending _trengtb
K is the overload factoro
K. i the dynamic factor
Ks is the ize factor
Kis tile load ,eli tribution factor

'"KRis the reliabi lily factor
KT is the temperature factor
SaJ ithe allowable bending stres number
YN isthe stress cyde factor for pit.ting 'resistance
Sf is the safety factor for tooth bending strength

rom the e two fundamental rating fermulas.
the important elements can be consldered In term
of dynami effects, material propertie • loading
cbaractern tics and tooth, geometry. There are also
orne ba it differences between straight pur

gears and helical gears to consider.
Th way the e attribute are chosen. applied

and controlled during design and manufacture can,
ignificantly influence the reliability of the gears.

Further elaboration of the e aspect i therefore
most relevant to (he ubjeet at hand,

Gear SelectioDI
Single helical gearing provides significant

advantagesever spur gears. It isthe meshing of
the helical teeth along multiple contact line
inclined at an acute angle to the pitch line 'that
contributes mo t to the ability of helical gears to
tran mit more load than straight SPIlJ gears.

Moreover. moolh tran fer ofload occurs grad-
uellyand unifonnty by a combined tiding and
rotling action as succe sive teeth. come into con-
tact .along the engaging helicoidal surfaces, This
sltuation is u_uaUy referred to as helical overlap.
The helical! oveJiap ratio is equalto the ratio of the

face width to the axial pitch ..Similarly, the ratio of
the length of action (length of engagement> of the
me bing gear teeth tothe transverse base pitch i
th trail verse contact ratio.

The choice of helix angle for low speed gears
.i II lIany a balance between minimizing the axial
thru t and maintaining a helical overlap ratio of at
least U. This means that the face width of the
gear is at least 10% wider than 'the axial pitch and
en ure that before a tooth begins to leave the
me h. llIe nel'll tooth has already begun to take
orne share of the load.

, pur gears. on the other hand, rely tol.ally on
the conjuga.cy and contact ratio of the meshing
involute tooth forms for the smooth transmission
of the load. The average number of teeth in mesh
(transver e contact ratio) is usually about 1.2 to
1.7 for both spur and helical! gears, Helical gears
have typicaJly twice this average amount of teeth
in me h . ince the overall. contact ratio of helical
gears consists of tile helical overlap ratio plus the
transverse contactratio.

Herringbone or double helical gears typically
havehejix angles from 20° to 30°. This re ults in
a larger number of 'teeth in me h in any given
in tam and hence high helical overlap ratio. The
gears jhen operate smoothl.), and are muc'h more
tolerant of tooth variations.

Double helicals can, however, be sensitive to
variations in accumulative pitch between the two

helices that are not synchronized The floating
member otherwise tends to . hurtle back and forth,
or due to its inertia. the dynamic tooth lead become
amplifled to the deUim nt of the gear dri e.

The critical tooth bendi ng load for 'spur gem
can occur either at. the Lipor close to it at the high-
e t point of single tooth contact, but for normal
helical gears, 'the load i designed to be distributed
evenly ever the obliqu helical contact line (or in
reality, finite width contact band due to elastic
material properties) which extend from the bot-
tern of the tooth to the tip as hown in Fig, 4.

By virtue of their load sharing ability, helical
gears can have approximately 50%: greater lad car-
rying capacity thanjhe equivalent. spur gear of the

same physical size when rated to AGMA standards.
Materials

The type and choice of materials obviously
plays a vital role in the design and performance of

gear. Steel of one type or another tends lobe
favored for gear materials because it has a high
strength to eo t relationship .. Since gear teeth are
subjected te cyclic loads. 'the fatigue trength
rather than the normal mechanical strength deter-
mines the allowable design stre ses,

The allowable stresses (SO<" and! Sru) ale influ-
enced! by m_any factors indu.cl'ing hardness, chem-
istry., cleanliness, residual stress, micro trucrure,
quality. heat treatment. processing practices and
number of stress cycles,

There has been a trend over the years towards
ever increasing gear tooth hardness, The reason for
this, is simple. Gererally, the harder the material
and tcoth surface employed" the greater the resis-

z .. Nit lEI WId1!1

F' " lIIng1h'D1 ICOOn.
Irln'Ylrse plane

F
'SpurGnr

F
Helical ijear wnll two or less aXialoverllp,
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The pursuit of ever harder gears has seen the
emergence and now dominance of case carour-
ized gears in gearboxes ..Typical hardnesses for
such gears would be 58 to 62 Rc, so the teeth are
invariably precision ground after hardening. The

gears therefore boast high accuracy, high surface
load carrying capacity and smoother operation.

As a consequence of surfacehardening gear
teeth, beneficial residual compressive stresses are
induced into the surface layer. This effectively

reduces the tensile bending stresses in the critical
tooth root fillet region. It is most important there-
fore not to grind the roots of the teeth as the grind-
ing can remove the residual. compressive stress.
Shot peening, however, can be employed to
restore the residual stress if grinding becomes
necessary to remove excess distortion"

Where the gearwheel itself might be too large

to be case hardened. a significant benefit can still
be gained by the use of a case hardened pinion
meshing with a through hardened gearwheel. This
has evolved even though pillion typically need
only 20% to 40% hardness differential over and

r above that of the gearwheel to account for the
I i greater number of stress cycles experienced. by the

D!!plbmm I pinion, The tooth hardness of the gearwheel might~------------------------------------------------~Fig.5 -Induction hardened & carburiled case core relationship. I typically range from 300 HB up to 400 HB.
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ranee to pitting and tooth bending fatigue. This

allows gears to be made smaller in size for a given

torque. A reduction in diameter reduces pitcbline
speeds, and reductions in face width increase the
prospects for good gear tooth alignment

Due to the nonlinearity of the allowable stresses
as a function of hardness, the pitting resistance of

through hardened gearing varies exponentially with
hardness to the power of 1.6, On the other hand, the
tooth bending strength varies to the power of only

0.6. The latter explains why increased tooth bend-
ing strength is usually achieved by a larger tooth
size or greater face width.

Gear steels typically have carbon contents in
the range of 0.3% to 0.5%, and they are alloyed to

enable the desired hardness on (he flanks and
roots of theteeth, Below 0.3% carbon the gears

have poor wear resistance. Tile 0.3% carbon alloy
steels produce the greatest toughne s compared

with higher carbon steels, but 0.4% carbon has
higher hardness potential. Above 0.5% the tough-

ness of these steels tends to be quite low.
The AGMA gear rating codes assign allowable

design sires es based on the verification undertaken
to confirm the cleaoliness. quality, homogeneity and
integrity of the materials employed. It should. be
noted that for a given hardness, the selection of

allowable stress must be made from a design range.
The lower values for allowable tress might be

appropriate for casti~gs which are relatively free

of harmful defects, but which may contain some
innocuous defects such as discrete gas holes and

porosity. but not cracks and Shrinkage.

Intermediate values for allowable stress may
be applied to commercial grade forgings and max-

imum values for extra high quality steel forgi:ngs,
such as tho e offered by the Electro Slag Refilled
steel making. process, Vacuum degassing has also

been a steel making process of significant benefit
to improving gear steel quality.
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The most important part of a gear contains the

teeth, and so it often pays in the long run to invest

in the best material available. For cyclically

loaded components such asbearings, it has been
well established that cleaner steels improve the
life expectancy, The ESR steels boast extremely

clean microstructure • which are Inherently vel)'
resistant to the mitiation of fatigue.

Lower alloy steels can be employed where low
hardness will suffice or when the teeth can be

gashed prior to heat treatment. The structure of the
gear should also maximize the potential of the heat
treatment. In order to encourage quicker quench-

ing rates, the side of large solid gears or pinions

can also be dished to reduce the mass effect.
Even with high hardenability alloy steels, the

teeth of coarse pitch, through hardened gears ben-
efit significantly when practical from pregashi ng
the teeth prior to heat treatment. Thi ensures uni-

form and effective hardening to flank and root
when the hardness required is greater than 300 HB..

These days, foundry facilities and expertise
have been developed 1.0 the point where even large
gear castings can now be water quenched to pro-

duce a very tough and much improved fatigue
resistant rnartensitic microstructure not previously
possible by air hardening (normalizing), which

produces a bainitic microstructure.
Surface Hardened Gearing



The benefit of this combination may be
explained in terms ofllie ability of alloy steel gear
teeth to strain harden under the influence of cold
work by the much harder surface of the engaging
pinion teeth. AGMA Standard 2001 recognize
this phenomenon and applie the hardnes factor
CH to achieve a rating gain corresponding to the
sobsequent increased hardness. Acmal measure-
ments would suggest that alloy steels can increase
the acuve tooth surface hardness by as much as
15% in this action.

Even though the carburized teeth can develop
beneficial residual compressive stresses ill Ilte sur-
face layer, the drawback experienced witb pro-
ducing carburized gear teeth is the volumetric
expan ion that occurs when the tooth surface is
enriched with carbon and sub equently trans-
formed to martensite when quenched. The associ-
ated distortions require further finishing in order
to correct these distortions.

These movements can be quite uneven. Single
helical teeth tend to unwind slightly. and long pin-
ions can develop an hourglass shape. Therefore.
subsequent finishing removes more materia.l than
expected, and thin localized case depths can occur.

Testing of the surface hardened layer is an.
important 'is ue, Some tests. such as hardness. can
correlate the success of the hardening process on
the actual gear teeth with the test piece. Most of

the testing. though. must be done on test samples
independent of the actual work piece. It is there-
fore essential that the test samples be touUyrep-
re entati ve of the gear.

Induction hardening offer an akemative
means to provide high urface hardness and
increa ed strength in 'the root of gear teeth.
Hardnesses typically 50 to 56 Rc can be readily
achieved depending on Iile carbon equivalent, the
type of steel and the quenching rates employed ..
The advantage of induction hardening is consider-
ably less distortion than with carburizing,

However. induction hardening requires a heav-
ier ca e thickness. This is becau e the induction
hardened case has a more abrupt transition from
case to core in contrast to the more gradual transi-
tioa of carburized surface layers. Thi is ilIu trat-
ed in Fig. 5. Induction hardened case depth is al 0

measured differently.
In specifying the case depth, it is important to

ensure that the maximum, ubsurface hear stre s-
e do.not occurat this transition zone,

Nitriding al 0. provides a very useful. surface
hardening technique where very high hardnes es
are needed. It is limited. though. where only a thin
surface layer can be used such as thai. found in
smalll and high speed! gears.

Using a very hard pinion is contrary to the
practice of using a sacrificial pillion with particu-
larly soft teeth, The disadvantage of allowing the
pinion teeth to become worn and misshapen is
uneven wear onthe gearwheel teeth.

Very hard pinion teeth do not yield or suffer so
easily from the usual perils of through hardened
surfaces such as pitting. spalling and scoring
(assuming adequate lubrication). As a result, the
pinion can then be expected to always maintain
its true involuted shape and in tum help 10 main-
tain tne tooth profile of the gearwheel. The gear-
wheel teeth might otherwise uffer if the pinion
tooth form became distorted for anyone of the
forgoing reasons.

Dynamic Considerations
The dynamic factor K,. takes into account the

internally generated gear tooth loads induced by
non-conjugate action (non-uniform motion) of the
me hing teeth. Dynamic forces arise from the rel-
ative accelerations between the gears a they
vibrate in re ponse to excitation referred to as
"transmission error .."

]dea.lly, gear should have uniform transfer of
motion from input to output gear. It is impossible to
produce perfectly true gears, and it isth departures
from the ideal geometry that contribute to non-uni-
form motion and transfer of load. These deviations
canbe caused by many factors including residual
stresses in material, variations in material metal-
lurgy and hardness. poor machine too] condition,
inaccurate tooling. poor machine setting practice
and many more. Stiffness of the teeth and me h
also contribute to non-uniform motion.

The common source of transmission error
occurs from variations in the elemental tooth para-
meters. The e individual elemental parameters
include the tooth pacing (pitch), involute profile,
tooth alignment (helix) and runout (eccentricity).

Gear metrology i u ed to identify and quanti-
fy the various elemental parameters of the teeth
and gear body. The somewhat peculiar geometry
of gear teeth require some unique measuring
methods and facilities. In addition 10 verifying
compliance with allowable tolerances, gear
metrology can be u ed as a diagnostic tool 10

identify thesource and cause of the deviations.
The objective is therefore to minimize the

deviations bytaking appropriate action during
design and manufacture. In some ituations, the
deviations can be removed by subsequent process-
e such as grinding. In many cases, though. the
deviations remain in the in talled gearing. By
improving gear accuracy, the dynamic load
induced by non-conjugate me hing of the gear
teeth can be reduced.



Fig. 6 provides some indication of the accura-
cy required as a function of pitchline speed.

The measurement precision needs to be better
than that of the component tolerance by a factor of
approximately 10..Gear tolerances vary from 50 to
100 um right down to only several microns.
Therefore, gear measuring equipment needs to
have an accuracy of just I to 2 microns when mea-
suring a component having a tolerance ofO.m mm.

High accuracy, particularly in gears, can incur
considerable manufacturing cost The desired gear
accuracy should therefore by chosen carefully so as
to obtain maximum. benefit without excessive cost

Load Conditions
The load distribution factor KM accounts for

less than uniform load across the width of the
teeth and from one tooth to the next Ideally, the
load should be uniform over the full width of the
teeth and the full working depth.

Many factors can affect this condition. which in
turngreatly affect the reliability and performance
of the gears. Poor load distribution can occur due
to misaligned shafts, excessive clearance in bear-
ings, deflections in teeth, shafts and gear struc-
tares .. Obviously, rnisaligament of shafts must be
minimized or avoided, The deflections, on the
other hand, are somewhat unavoidable since they
invariably result from the applied loads.

Traditionally, the supporting structures of
gears (webs, stiffeners, diaphragms and tubes)
have relied almost totally on empirical or intuitive
techniques .. Asa consequence of the ability of
modem gearing to transmit high Loads from the
use of very bard tooth surfaces" higher achieved
accuracy and higher pressure angles, the imposed
loads increase the stress and strain on the support-
ing structures ..

Empirical data becomes somewhat scarce for

such situations. and so to improve the potential
reliability of these high specific load (load per rnrn
of face width) gear wheels failing to perform sat-
isfactorily from lack of strength or rigidity, the
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method of finite element analysis (FEA) for stre s
distribution (and strain) provides a valuable tool,
for (he evaluation of the loads in the structure of
gearwheels,

Accurate stress analysis also permits the elim-
ination of redundant material, which contributes
to reductions in unnecessary cost. weight. and
inertia effects. However, it has been found from
these studies that it is i.nfact the need for stiffnes .
rather than the level of stress that most often die-
tates the selection of structural dimensions. The
reason is that uniform load distribution and load
sharing between adjacent teeth is significantly
influenced by the deflections of teeth, rim and
supporting structure.

The dynamic gear alignment can be very much
determined by the accuracy of manufacture.
During gear cutting. significant movement can
occur inthe blank due to the release of residual
stress. The circularity of a gear can.be affected by
as much as 10 to 12 rnm, which would be consid-
erably outside the permissible runout tolerance.

Residual stress in the form of tensile hoop
stresses induced by improper welding practices or
simply by the excessive interference with shrink
fitted gear rims onto a hub can create a parasitic
stress condition thatcombines with the normal
(tensile) tooth bending fatigue stresses, which ill
turn often leads to broken teeth.

The dynamic load distribution can also be
affected by elastic tooth. deflections. Since the
deflected tooth is slightly behind where it hould
be ..the approaching tooth engages wi.!han impact.
Tip relief and sometimes root relief is applied 10

account for this interference, U is imperative that
the tip relief. especialJy with spur gears, does not
reduce the contact ratio below 1.0. though. A min-
imum contact ratio of L2 ensures conjugate action
(uniform motion) is maintained.

The correct amount of tip relief is a function of
the tooth stiffness and applied load. Tip relief can
be imparted to the teeth by modifications incorpo-
rated into the gear cutting tool. The actual tip
relief produced in the teeth is a function of the
diameter and addendum modification.

For standardized tooling. gearwheels tend to
receive a generous amount of tip relief, but pin-
ions tend to acquire liltle or none. Fortunately, in
speed reducing drives, the tips of the gearwheel
teeth engage first. The interference of the deflect-
ed tooth (Ref. 3) can be seen in Fig. 7.

Uniform load distribution can likewise be
affected by the elastic deflections of long and
slender pinions. Such pinions can suffer from
excessive bending and torsional deflections .. II is
especially important with case hardened gearing
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to apply a small. amount of end reliief to avoid
loading the end of the teeth.

RJm Proportions
The rim factor K8 considers the reduction in

ratings when the rim thickne s is less than 1.2
time the tooth depth. Excessive deflections of the
rim can seriously impair the reliability of the gear
to perform properly (Ref. 4).

While AGMA suggests a factor of 1.2 times
tooth depth as a safe minimum, the gears with
higher specific load and those gearwheels with
very wide face widths require proportionally
greater rim thieknes or other mean of support to
counter these deflections.

l'ooth 'Geometry

The tooth shape or geometry also plays a major
role in the overall performance of gearing. The
constant angle between the line of action of invo-
lute gear teeth and the common tangent to the
kinematic pitch circles at the pitch point is called
the pressure angle.

Standard pressure angles evolved to rationalize
the tooling required to produce gears. The
Australian tandard AS 2938-1995 for gearing
promotes the use of [SO 53 tools with 20° pres-
sure angle. Various other standard pressure angles
are used, though.

The operating pitch line speed of the gears
tends to govern the choice of pressure angle for Eli

given application. At one extreme, pressure angles
of ]4.5°, IS°. 16" or 18.5° are employed to mini-
mize noise and vibration excitation at high pitch
line speed by virtue of a greater number of teeth in
mesh (higher contact ratio) at any particular

r
in tant with such pressure angles. i

With higher loads and slower peeds, it becomes i
m re importaat to maximize tooth bending strength i
and pitting resistance. Pressure angles of 20".
22S, 23° or 25" can be used on gears with high
specific tooth loads and low pitch line speeds.

The disadvantage of high pre sure angles is the
reduction in transverse contact ratio (number of teeth
in me h) and a :narrower top Land thickness. Despite
this, the use of a 25° pressure angle for low speed,
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high torque drives has achieved wide acceptance in
many industries following its success in the gearing
of draglines used in open-cut coal mines.

The geometry factors I for pining and J for
tooth bending strength both benefit from pressure
angles larger than the traditional 20°. This is
because for a gi ven diameter, as the pressure angle
increases, a lower radius of curvature onthe teeth
can be obtained, and so in tum, the Henzian stres
is reduced.

Similarly, a gain in tooth bending strength
results from the increased tooth thickness at the
base of the tooth ..The 25° tooth form will carry
about 20.% more torque than the 20.° nominal
tooth form. all other factors being equal,

Addirionally,.lhe tooth geometry and effective
pressure angle can also be influenced by adden-
dum modification. Po itive addendum modifica-
tion is can idered crucial for low numbers of teeth.
(typically < 17) where the base circle. from which
the involute originates. intrudes on the active por-
lion of the tooth profile.

Positiveaddendum modification alleviates the

undercut. inthe root fillel region thai ensues from
this intrusion, Undercut can seriously affect the

tooth bending strength by reason of the narrower
(undercut) tooth thickness at the base. The contact
ratio call also be adversely affected [10m the
reduced length of active tooth profile.

The gearset likewise benefits from an increase in
the relative radius of curvature onihe pinion tooth,
thus improving the pitting resi tanee ..The maximum
sliding velocities occurring at the extrem points of
engagement can also be oplimized with judicia]
selection of addendum modification.

The gears will not perform very well or at all
without proper lubrication. Be ides reducing fric-
tion and preventing wear, the lubricant i also relied
upon to remove heat from the tooth surface .

In the case of the total 10 spray y tern . u ed
011 the open gears of metalliferous grinding mills,
cement mills, kilns and sugar mills, the air blast
used to purge the lubrication system hould not be
so great that it displace the grease from where it
has just been deposited on the pitchline of the
teeth. This can occur particularly with the low
base oil viscosity grades or the latest nonchlori-
nated solvent group of lubricants.

A reasonable surface finish is nece ary to
ensure the contact between meshing teeth. While
a smooth surface finish is desirable, il. is some-
times the bane of manufacturers to achieve a sat-
isfactory surface finish withlhe materials
employed. As the purity of gear steel increases,
the machinability of such materials tends to
decrease. The cleaner steels improve faugueresis-



ranee but orne trade-off ometimes occurs with
surface finish. To date. non of the iruernarienal

gearing tandard pecify limits on surface finish

other than the benefit of smooth pinion surface to
encourage work hardening.

lin addition to maintaining an acceptable ur-
face fini h OIl the Leeth,the root fillet region
de erve special attention, In this region, removal

of lineated 1001 marks aligned wilh the axis of the
(oolh by finishing or shot peening can eliminate

unde irable tre rai ers,

lnstaUation and Comml ioDing
Upon completion of th individual gears. the

two components can be me hed tcgether in the

workshop to show how well the gear might ulti-
malely pertorm, A simple mesh te t with 'the gear
and pinion set at the correct center di tanceand

planar relation hlp can verify satisfactory compli-
ance of run outs, profile, backlash and load distri-

bution rather than 'laking for granted thai. these
wiH be correct upon in lallation.

Dynamic te 'ling methods thal imulate jhe
operating conditions can be employed to provide
further informatinn. A no-load lesl can be u. ed to
verify satisfactory gear de ign, manufacture and
assembly ill terms of potentially acceptable noise
and vibration levels, atisfactory gear 'tooth align-
ment and bearing and lubrication operation.

A load test using either a brake or back-to-buck
lest can simulate the actual, service conditions for a

much better validrrtion. The back-to-back: test can
only be done with a pair of mirror-image gearbox-
es andno! without incurring some additional cost.

The assembly of gearboxes has been found to
directly affect Lheirreliability when put into ser-
vice. Since the gear case will have been machined
to suit the bearing race size. final a sembly must
maintain the proper fit. Tile overzealous use of
scaling compound on the gear case halves or sim-
ply a gap between top and bottom will a1lowl.hc

outer bearing ra e to spin, causing premature fail-
ure of the bearings and damage to the gear case.

In the case of rotating shafts. the fit of bearings

to the shaft is also critical The current de ign of

orne roller bearings uses reduced moe thickne .
The con equence can be increased hoop sire
culminating in breakage of the race, particularly if
the haft size i ,at the upper tolerance or greater.

The in taliauon can obviOusly have a direct
bearing on the reliability of the gearset, The gear
alignment and uniformilY of load distnhuuon
HCroS the wicillh of large gear' can be determined
from non-contact 'temperature measurement u lng

an infrared pyrometer (thennomcter). The founda-
lions and gear upport structure mustal a be ade-
quare and stahle to maintain these alignments.

10 bolLing downthe gearbox, an uneven foun-
dation willi distort. ihe gear case. Even just a small

amount of twist in the gearca e can significantly

affect the gear alignments. Thi aspect can orne-
times be used to advantage to achieve proper gear
alignment when the gearbo bore are not
machined just right,

Couplings playa vital function in the success

of a gear drive. A case in point is herringbone or
double helical gearing. which h the special need

where the couplings mu t nol re trier the axial
movement of the floating member. The choice of

couplings may also need to considerthe necessity

10 isolate the gear elements from sources of reso-
nant vibrations (or the coupled components from
the gear me h excitation).

Proper care and maintenance practices form an
essential ingredient in order that the potential or
intended reliability w.illbe realized .in service. The

benefit of a regular inspection program should not.

be underestimated. Condition monitoring methods
such as vibration levels, temperature measure-
ments. oil analysis, visual inspecuons and non de-
. tructive testing provide valuable information to

assure the long-term performance and reliability

of any critical or important gear elements.
In conclusion, the reliability of any gear set i

influenced by many facto .. The production f
gears involves some very sophisticated machine
tools and specialized processes and procedures, so
gears tend to be rather expensive items. The

designer plays a vital role in the uccess of th e
gearsets, but so too do those involved with 'the

manufacture, installation and maintenance.
The whole of life cost should be considered

since mediocr-e gear quality gearing rarely proves
worthwhile. since jhe downtime can also be very
costly. A considerable effort isexpended in pro-
ducing both good and not-so-good gearing, but
hopefully th preceding information provides
some msight into tile many aspects that contribute

to achievingthe be t and most. reliable gearing. 0
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